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Digital Solar Imaging

• Presentation based 

on solar imaging 

with a telescope 

equipped with Hα 

or white light filter

• Images captured 

with a digital 

camera 

May 10th, 1994 

Annular Solar Eclipse
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Outline

• Imaging System Basics
• Prime Focus

• Afocal

• Lens projection: Positive lens & Negative lens

• Imaging Equipment:
• Single-shot cameras 

• Video cameras

• Image Size on Camera Sensor

• Solar Imaging Work Flow

• Tools for Image Acquisition & Image Processing

• Image Processing Examples
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Imaging Systems

• Prime Focus

• Camera (without lens) is attached directly to 
focuser of telescope

• Light goes direct from objective (lens or 
mirror) to the sensor
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Source: Sam Brown, 1966, Photography with your telescope, Edmund Scientific Co., Barrington, New Jersey



Imaging Systems

• Afocal

• Camera with lens is attached to focuser of 

telescope

• Light goes through the telescope objective (lens or 

mirror) and eyepiece, and camera lens to the sensor
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Source: Sam Brown, 1966, Photography with your telescope, Edmund Scientific Co., Barrington, New Jersey



Imaging Systems

• Lens Projection
• Camera without lens is attached to telescope

a) Positive lens, i.e. eyepiece, of telescope is used as a 
projection lens to form an enlarged image on camera sensor

b) Negative lens, ex. Barlow, intercepts light rays in telescope 
and extends them to form an enlarged image on camera 
sensor
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Source: Sam Brown, 1966, Photography with your telescope, Edmund Scientific Co., Barrington, New Jersey

(a)

(b)



Imaging Equipment: Single-shot & 

Video Cameras

• Single Shot

• CCD / CMOS 

cameras;

• Digital Single-Lens 

Reflex (DSLR) 

cameras;

• Point-and-shoot 

cameras (includes 

Smartphones)
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Imaging Equipment: Single-shot

• CCD / CMOS 
camera;

• Attaches to 
telescope focuser 
using a 1¼ or 2 
inch nose piece

• Requires computer 
to operate and  
external power 
source (typical)
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Imaging Equipment: Single-shot

• DSLR camera
• Stand-alone; no 

computer required to 
operate or external 
power source

• Attaches to telescope 
focuser using a 1¼ or 2 
inch nose piece, i.e., 
combination of T-ring 
and T-adapter

• Timer remote controller,  
i.e. intervalometer, 
useful accessory; plugs 
into a camera and 
controls how often, how 
long and how many 
shots are taken.
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Imaging Equipment: Single-shot

• Point-and-shoot 
cameras 

• Stand-alone; no 
computer required to 
operate

• Only suitable for  
afocal imaging

• Brackets available for 
holding camera over 
telescope eyepiece 
(instead of hand held)
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Imaging Equipment: Single-shot & 

Video Cameras

• Video Cameras

• DSLR cameras

• CCD / CMOS 

video cameras;
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Imaging Equipment: Video Cameras

• DSLR cameras
• Stand-alone; 

computer not 
required to operate, 
but may be used

• Attaches to 
telescope focuser 
using a 1¼ or 2 
inch nose piece, 
i.e., combination of 
T-ring and T-
adapter

• Relatively heavy
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Imaging Equipment: Video Cameras

• CCD / CMOS video 
cameras
• Attaches to telescope 

focuser using a 1¼ or 2 
inch nose piece

• Requires computer to 
operate; powered through 
computer or may require 
an external power source

• Computer software used 
to “preview image” to 
facilitate focusing, set 
exposure time, capture 
video, etc. 

• Small and lightweight
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Equipment Considerations

• Focus on prime focus imaging; for 
simplicity

• Multitude of different brands and models 
of cameras available on the market suitable 
for solar imaging; not going into 
brand/model comparisons; too many to 
consider

• NB: Telescope image size versus sensor 
size 
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Size of Image on Camera Sensor

• Camera sensor sizes 

vary

• Sun is ½° (30 arc 

min) in size

• Will image created 

by telescope fit on 

camera sensor?
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Source: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:SensorSizes.svg



Size of Image on Camera Sensor

• Can test it in the field; or 

• Can estimate image size knowing:

• Angular size of object in sky, i.e. Sun = ½° (30 

arc min) diameter

• Focal length (in mm) of telescope to be used 

for imaging
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Source: Sam Brown, 1966, Photography with your telescope, Edmund Scientific Co., Barrington, New Jersey



Size of Image on Camera Sensor

𝑺 =
𝑨 ∗ 𝑭𝑳

𝟐𝟎𝟔, 𝟑𝟎𝟎
, 𝒘𝒉𝒆𝒓𝒆

𝑺 = 𝒊𝒎𝒂𝒈𝒆 𝒔𝒊𝒛𝒆 𝒊𝒏 𝒎𝒎 (𝒐𝒓 𝒊𝒏)
𝑨 = 𝒂𝒏𝒈𝒖𝒍𝒂𝒓 𝒔𝒊𝒛𝒆 𝒊𝒏 𝒂𝒓𝒄 𝒔𝒆𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒅𝒔
𝑭𝑳 = 𝒕𝒆𝒍𝒆𝒍𝒔𝒄𝒐𝒑𝒆 𝒇𝒐𝒄𝒂𝒍 𝒍𝒆𝒏𝒈𝒕𝒉 𝒊𝒏 𝒎𝒎 (𝒐𝒓 𝒊𝒏)

Example #1:
𝐴𝑠𝑢𝑛 = 0.5 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑠;
𝐹𝐿 = 1219 𝑚𝑚 (48 𝑖𝑛) 𝑓𝑜𝑟 6" 𝑓/8 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑝𝑒

𝑆 =
0.5 ∗ 1229 𝑚𝑚

57.3
= 10.6 𝑚𝑚

Hence:

✓Fits 36 x 24mm Full frame DSLR sensor

 Not 4.8 x 3.6mm 1/3” CCD sensor

𝑺 =
𝑨 ∗ 𝑭𝑳

𝟓𝟕. 𝟑
, 𝒘𝒉𝒆𝒓𝒆

𝑺 = 𝒊𝒎𝒂𝒈𝒆 𝒔𝒊𝒛𝒆 𝒊𝒏 𝒎𝒎 (𝒐𝒓 𝒊𝒏)
𝑨 = 𝒂𝒏𝒈𝒖𝒍𝒂𝒓 𝒔𝒊𝒛𝒆 𝒊𝒏 𝒅𝒆𝒈𝒓𝒆𝒆𝒔
𝑭𝑳 = 𝒕𝒆𝒍𝒆𝒍𝒔𝒄𝒐𝒑𝒆 𝒇𝒐𝒄𝒂𝒍 𝒍𝒆𝒏𝒈𝒕𝒉 𝒊𝒏 𝒎𝒎 (𝒐𝒓 𝒊𝒏)

Example #2:
𝐴𝑠𝑢𝑛 = 0.5 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑠;
𝐹𝐿 = 400 𝑚𝑚 𝑓𝑜𝑟 60𝑚𝑚 𝑓/6.6 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑝𝑒

𝑆 =
0.5 ∗ 400 𝑚𝑚

57.3
= 3.4 𝑚𝑚

Hence:

✓Fits 36 x 24mm Full frame DSLR sensor

? May fit 4.8 x 3.6mm 1/3” CCD sensor
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NOTE: Image too big for sensor? Try using a focal reducer



Solar Imaging Work Flow

Set-up 
(Telescope + 
Solar Filter 
+ Camera) 

Align on 
Sun

Focus
Take 

images

Process 
Images
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Solar Imaging Work Flow 

Considerations
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• Set-up:
• Motorised tracking mount is helpful (some may consider is 

preferable) but not an absolute necessity; exposures are 
generally so short, good images may be captured without 
tracking; without motorised tracking must manually move 
(nudge) telescope to keep sun in camera’s field of view

• Align on Sun:
• Use shadow cast by your telescope setup to align telescope 

on sun; if you have a finder scope with its own solar filter, 
then use that

• If you have a finder scope without a safe solar filter for it, 
cover up the finder scope so it can’t be accidently used. Or 
remove it entirely.



Solar Imaging Work Flow

Set-up 
(Telescope + 
Solar Filter 
+ Camera) 

Align on 
Sun

Focus
Take 

images

Process 
Images
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Solar Imaging Work Flow 

Considerations
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• Focus:

• One of the most challenging tasks in solar 
imaging, particularly in white light if the sun 
appears “featureless” (e.g. lacking distinct sun 
spots)

• Take your time; don’t rush

• With DSLR, focus using magnified image in 
“live view” 

• With video camera, focus using magnified 
image on computer screen



Solar Imaging Work Flow

Set-up 
(Telescope + 
Solar Filter 
+ Camera) 

Align on 
Sun

Focus
Take 

images

Process 
Images
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Solar Imaging Work Flow 

Considerations
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• Take Images:

• With DSLR in “Live View”, use Manual shooting 
mode:

• ISO: 200-1600

• Shutter Speed (Tv): 1/800 – 1/3200

• There is no set “best combination” of ISO & Shutter 
Speed settings; With digital imaging get instant results

• Practice makes perfect!

• Better to under expose your images than over expose to 
avoid loosing detail by washing it out; can always 
lighten up an image, but can’t darken an over exposed 
image.   



Solar Imaging Work Flow 

Considerations
Sun, May 20, 2012 @ 4:07 PM EDT, with 6-inch f/8 Newtonian and 
Thousand Oaks full aperture glass 2+ solar filter; Prime focus with 

Canon 5D MkII, ISO: 400, Shutter Speed: 1/3200 sec
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Solar Imaging Work Flow 

Considerations

• Take Images:

• With video camera:

• Settings performed using camera control software 

on computer:

• Set exposure time

• Maybe set Gain (like ISO, boosts sensor’s 

sensitivity to light)

• Start recording video clip
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Solar Imaging Work Flow 

Considerations
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Screen shot of 
MallincamSky

control software 
for the Mallicam
SkyRaider video 

cameras



Tools for Image Acquisition

FireCapture

• http://www.fireca

pture.de/

• Free

• Video camera 

control software
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Tools for Image Acquisition

BackyardEOS / BackyardNIKON
• https://www.otelescope.com/f

iles/

• Less than $70 CAD (Trial, 
$0; Classic, $48, Premium, 
$68)

• DSLR camera control 
software

• Allows computer control of 
DSLR features:

• Frame & focus assist;

• Planetary video imaging in 
live view;

• Drift alignment assist

• Main imaging mode 
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Solar Imaging Work Flow

Set-up 
(Telescope + 
Solar Filter 
+ Camera) 

Align on 
Sun

Focus
Take 

images

Process 
Images
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Tools for Image Processing 

• Image processing

• Lots of software “tools” on the market for 

processing digital images

• Some are tailored to processing single shot 

images; others to video image files

• Some are free, some are not

• “What to use?”, is pretty much a personal 

choice; mention free software, tailored for 

planetary image processing 
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Tools for Image Processing 

PIPP or Planetary Imaging  PreProcessor
• https://sites.google.com/sit

e/astropipp/home

• Free

• Allows pre-processing of 
sequence of images from 
wide variety of supported 
video files (including 
Canon .MOV files)

• Lot’s of functions, e.g.:
• Preselect best frames;

• Centre the object in the 
frames
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Tools for Image Processing 

RegiStax

• http://www.astrono
mie.be/registax/ind
ex.html

• Free

• For stacking & 
processing 
planetary images 
shot with video 
cameras 
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Tools for Image Processing 

AutoStakkert!

• http://www.autost
akkert.com/wp/

• Free

• For stacking & 
processing 
planetary images 
shot with video 
cameras 
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Image Processing Examples

White Light Imaging

• Sun, May 20, 2012 @ 
4:13 PM EDT LaSalle, 
Ontario 

• 6-inch f/8 Newtonian 
with Thousand Oaks full 
aperture glass 2+ solar 
filter; Prime focus with 
Canon 5D MkII

• Processed with PIPP 
2.5.6 and RegiStax 6, 
Stack of best 113 frames 
of 1777-frame movie clip
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Image Processing Examples

Hα Imaging

• Sun, Aug. 29, 2016 LaSalle, 
Ontario 

• Coronado 60mm SolarMax
Double Stack Hα telescope; 
Prime focus with Mallincam
SkyRaider AG monochrome 
camera 

• Processed with RegiStax 6, 
Stack of best 134 frames of 
933-frame video clip, 
tweaked a bit with Wavelets, 
then colorized with 
Microsoft Digital Image 
Suite 9
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Registax Processing Example

Registax- File Loaded
Registax- Set Alignment Points 
done/ Ready to Align frames
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Registax Processing Example

Registax- Alignment done/Ready 
to select Limits

Registax- Limits done/ Ready to do 
Stack 
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Registax Processing Example

Registax- Stack done/Ready to 
select Wavelet Settings

Registax- Wavelet Settings 
selected/ Ready to apply Wavelets
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… Wavelets are filters that can be set and applied to improve image contrast…



Registax Processing Example

Registax- Wavelets Done
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Registax Processing Example

Registax- Before Wavelets Applied Registax- After Wavelets Applied
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… Taken at Prime Focus through Coronado 60mm f/6.6 (FL=400 mm) SolarMax

Double Stack Hα telescope. Recall example calculation of image size…



Size of Image on Camera Sensor

𝑺 =
𝑨 ∗ 𝑭𝑳

𝟐𝟎𝟔, 𝟑𝟎𝟎
, 𝒘𝒉𝒆𝒓𝒆

𝑺 = 𝒊𝒎𝒂𝒈𝒆 𝒔𝒊𝒛𝒆 𝒊𝒏 𝒎𝒎 (𝒐𝒓 𝒊𝒏)
𝑨 = 𝒂𝒏𝒈𝒖𝒍𝒂𝒓 𝒔𝒊𝒛𝒆 𝒊𝒏 𝒂𝒓𝒄 𝒔𝒆𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒅𝒔
𝑭𝑳 = 𝒕𝒆𝒍𝒆𝒍𝒔𝒄𝒐𝒑𝒆 𝒇𝒐𝒄𝒂𝒍 𝒍𝒆𝒏𝒈𝒕𝒉 𝒊𝒏 𝒎𝒎 (𝒐𝒓 𝒊𝒏)

Example #1:
𝐴𝑠𝑢𝑛 = 0.5 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑠;
𝐹𝐿 = 1219 𝑚𝑚 (48 𝑖𝑛) 𝑓𝑜𝑟 6" 𝑓/8 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑝𝑒

𝑆 =
0.5 ∗ 1229 𝑚𝑚

57.3
= 10.6 𝑚𝑚

Hence:

✓Fits 36 x 24mm Full frame DSLR sensor

 Not 4.8 x 3.6mm 1/3” CCD sensor

𝑺 =
𝑨 ∗ 𝑭𝑳

𝟓𝟕. 𝟑
, 𝒘𝒉𝒆𝒓𝒆

𝑺 = 𝒊𝒎𝒂𝒈𝒆 𝒔𝒊𝒛𝒆 𝒊𝒏 𝒎𝒎 (𝒐𝒓 𝒊𝒏)
𝑨 = 𝒂𝒏𝒈𝒖𝒍𝒂𝒓 𝒔𝒊𝒛𝒆 𝒊𝒏 𝒅𝒆𝒈𝒓𝒆𝒆𝒔
𝑭𝑳 = 𝒕𝒆𝒍𝒆𝒍𝒔𝒄𝒐𝒑𝒆 𝒇𝒐𝒄𝒂𝒍 𝒍𝒆𝒏𝒈𝒕𝒉 𝒊𝒏 𝒎𝒎 (𝒐𝒓 𝒊𝒏

Example #2:
𝐴𝑠𝑢𝑛 = 0.5 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑠;
𝐹𝐿 = 400 𝑚𝑚 𝑓𝑜𝑟 60𝑚𝑚 𝑓/6.6 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑝𝑒

𝑆 =
0.5 ∗ 400 𝑚𝑚

57.3
= 3.4 𝑚𝑚

Hence:

✓Fits 36 x 24mm Full frame DSLR sensor

? May fit 4.8 x 3.6mm 1/3” CCD sensor
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NOTE: Image too big for sensor? Try using a focal reducer



Registax Processing Example

Registax- Before Wavelets Applied Registax- After Wavelets Applied
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… Taken Sept. 2, 2016, at Prime Focus through Coronado 60mm f/6.6 (FL=400 mm) 

SolarMax Double Stack Hα telescope, this time with a 0.5X focal reducer 



Closing

• Doing solar imaging is a good way to get 

into astrophotography; it’s done in the day 

time, too!

• Methods and skills learned can be applied 

to imaging the moon and planets, and can 

lead to imaging of deep sky objects

• ... Give it a try!
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